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What You Should Know About Evaluating Simulation Results-Part 1 Mike Carlson graduated from the University of Toronto with a degree in geological engineering in 1979. He started his career in the Drayton Valley field office of Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. as a lease engineer and as a completions engineer. Following this he worked for Home Oil Company Limited as an operations engineer, Group Leader Northern Alberta Reservoir, and as Group Leader Reserves. During the latter assignment, Home was purchased by Gulf (through Hiram Walker Resources) and sold internally (to IPL). He was also
responsible for securities reporting. Subsequent to this, Mike was employed by Scientific Software-Intercomp, where he did independent corporate evaluations, a number of simulation studies and taught courses on reservoir simulation. Currently, Mike is president of Applied Reservoir Engineering & Evaluation Ltd. (ARE) where he manages economic evaluations, general reservoir engineering and reservoir simulation studies. He has been active within the technical societies in Calgary. A past technical program chairman for The Petroleum Society+s Annual Technical Meeting, he was responsible for
newsletter advertising (SPE) for two years, and currently serves on the National Board of the Petroleum Society. He has written eight technical papers and has been invited to make a number of industry presentations. The substance of this article was presented at the Petroleum Society+s Calgary Technical Luncheon on September 23rd, 1996. Introduction Evaluation and exploitation engineers are often provided with a numerical simulation study as part of the technical support for an economic evaluation of an oil and gas property. Simulation involves many specialized techniques which many people
may not be familiar with. Based on experience in a corporate reserves group, exploitation and as a simulation engineer, a procedure has been developed which will aid in assessing the applicability of simulation results to an economic evaluation. The procedure consists of: 1.
consistency checks; 2.
identifying the critical issues; 3.
evaluating the simulation technique; and, 4.
report review. Some of the more common techniques, which are unique to numerical modelling are explained. Simulation
has some potential limitations. Those most likely to affect an evaluation are highlighted. This procedure has proven to be time effective. Simulation results may complement the evaluation process, however, they cannot replace an experienced evaluations engineer+s judgement. In the majority of cases the evaluation engineer will have to make some adjustment to the -reserves+ predicted in a simulation report. In particular, risk and economic limits must be assessed in a financial reserves evaluation. This article has been split into two parts. Part 1 covers the Introduction, Consistency Checks
and Identifying the Critical Issues. Part 2 covers Evaluating the Simulation Technique, Report Review, and Conclusions. Objectives The basic objectives of a simulation engineer and an evaluations engineer are normally completely different: 1.
A typical simulation study objective is to identify the single best method of depleting a pool. A unique recovery factor, representing the simulation engineer+s -best estimate,+ will be assigned to different production scenarios. The highest recovery factor indicates the best methodology to be
implemented. Such a study has been instituted for technical reasons and will often be used to justify projects and/or for government submissions. The results are primarily comparative in nature. The results of such a study may or may not include economic considerations. 2.
The evaluations engineer seeks to establish a dollar value for a property. Economic limits must be incorporated into every estimate. He must also categorize uncertainty by assigning proven, probable and possible reserves. A single value must be determined for each category. This difference in
objectives can result in the simulation engineer and the evaluations engineer having completely different concepts of reserve definitions. Unfortunately many of the different parties have historically used the same term-proven reserves. There were, however, significant differences in the wording between those defined by technical societies, governments and those required for financial reporting. Several years ago one of the most common technical definitions involved -neither pessimism or optimism.+ To eliminate confusion, the technical definition has now been replaced by the financial
definitions (-reasonable certainty+). Nevertheless one will likely encounter a report with -technical proven reserves+ which really represents proven reserves plus some portion of probable reserves. In summary, it will be necessary, in the majority of situations, to adjust the recoveries and reserves from a simulation report to meet financial purposes. Furthermore, the evaluations engineer will likely have to articulately explain these differences. Basic Concept Without resorting to mathematics, a numerical model consists of a series of blocks linked together by an interblock transport
equation. Each individual block is one dimensional. Internal flow is therefore instantaneous. The material balance is derived from an assumed PVT behaviour (usually black oil) and the properties of the block. These properties are, in turn, determined by geological input of porosity and net pay. Interblock transport is linked via the input permeability and Darcy+s law.

